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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we derive upper and lower bounds for x:ombinatorial matrix functions 
associated with a group G in terms of the matrix functions associated with the sub- 
groups of G. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It has been conjectured by M. Marcus that certain combinatorial 
inequalities for positive definite matrices could be proved by estimating 
the eigenvalues of a class of non-singular mappings between symmetry 
classes of tensors [5, p. 78]. In all but a few cases [2, 5], this procedure 
seems to present considerable difficulties. These inequalities would give 
upper and lower bounds for the combinatorial matrix functions [3-5] 
associated with a group G in terms of the functions associated with the 
subgroups of G. In this paper we prove by slightly different echniques 
that the conjectured upper bound is true, and obtain some partial results 
for the seemingly more difficult lower bound. 
2. STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let S, denote the symmetric group on the integers Zn = {1 ..... n} and 
let K C G C S, be subgroups of S,~. Let A denote a non-zero homo- 
morphism of G into the complex numbers. A generalized matrix function 
[3, 4, 5] on the n-square matrix A = (a~) is defined by 
* This research was supported inpart by NSF Grant GP-5094. 
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For example, if G = S. and A(cr) = E(cr) (the alternating character) 
then daC(A) = det A, and if A(~r) ~ 1 then daG(A) = per A, Inequalities 
relating the matrix functions (1) to the determinant were studied by 
Schur [6]. 
In [5], Marcus conjectured that for a given subgroup K C G and complex 
homomorphism A of G there exist constants a,, and b, (depending only on 
G, K, and A) such that 
a~ d~K(H) ~ daC(H) ~ b, d~X(H) (2) 
for any positive definite H. We show that, given G, K, and ), the upper 
bound b, exists and is in fact less than or equal to the index of K in G. 
Let _F,, denote the set of a;l sequences mapping Z, into Z , .  Let F,  ~ 
denote the set of all sequences ~, in/ '~ such that ),(i) ~ i for all i = 1 ..... ;7. 
The group G acts on _P, by function composition. Denote by Ac a system 
of distinct representatives for the orbits of G in F , .  Denote by zic those 
elements ), of Ac such that 
47) = Y~ ~(,~) ~ o 
o~G v 
where G~ denotes the stabilizer subgroup of~, [3, 7]. Let G = Ca w ... w C~ 
be the right coset decomposition of G relative to K. For ~, ~/',, we let ~, o Ci 
be the orbit of ~, under the set of permutations Ci. For any set S C/',,  we 
let S o C~ = U~,s 7 o C~ be the orbit of S under C~. Let r be the index 
of K in G and let r o be the number of integers i, 1 ~ i ~ r, such that 
(Ac o Ci)c~ F~ ~ is non-empty. Finally, let K = rain(to 2, r). Our main 
result follows: 
THEOREM 1. Let K C G be subgroups of S. and let A be a complex 
homomorphism of G. Then for any n-square positive semidefinite matrix H 
d~C(H) ~ K d~X(H). (3) 
Since K is less than or equal to the index of K in G we have 
d~(a)  ~< r d~'~(H), (4) 
where r is the index of K in G. If  )Zo,a A(cr) = tra A :~ 0 then Aa = Aa. 
I f  we let H be the matrix with all entries equal to one then (4) becomes 
tra A ~ r trxA. But if trGA ~ 0 then tra h = g, the order of G, and 
tr~ A = k, the order of K, so in fact (4) becomes an equality. Thus if 
traA :f- 0, K ~ r, the index of K in  G. 
As an example, let G = S,, and let K be the stabilizer subgroup of i. 
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Then if ;~ --= 1 we have r = n and dar(H) = h,  per H(i), where H(i) 
denotes the i-th principal submatrix of H = (h~j). In this case (4) becomes 
the known inequality for permanents [2]: 
per H <~ nh, per H(i). (5) 
Another example is obtained by letting G = S,~ and h(a) ~ e(a) (the 
alternating character). Let K = An be the alternating roup. In this case 
r = 2. However, Aa in this case consists of the single sequence y where 
7(i) = i, i = 1 ..... n. Also 7cr r F,  o for any a ~ S, except the identity. 
Thus r0 = 1 and K = min(ro 2, r) = 1. Thus (4) becomes 
det H <~ d,~"(H), (6) 
an inequality of the type studied by Schur [6]. In (6) An can clearly be 
replaced by any subgroup K of S,(A ~ e). As another example we could 
take G to be the dihedral group of order 2n and K to be a cyclic subgroup 
of order n(h -~ 1) to obtain 
dl~(H) <~ n dlr(H) (7) 
for all positive semidefinite H. 
We now discuss the lower bound a , .  Le t / '~  be the G-orbit of 7 in / ' , .  
Let H ----- AA*, A lower triangular, be any positive semidefinite matrix. 
Denote by / '~  the set of all a ~/ ' c  ~ such that 
f i  at.(O :7 ~ O. 
Denote by S 1 the set of all 7' such that / '~ = {y} and v@) =~ 0. Denote 
by S~ the set of all 7 such that / '~ = {7} and v(7) :/= 0. Let N(A) denote 
the number of 7 e/ 'n  such that 
f i  at~(O ~ 0. t=l 
Note that N(A) <~ n! since A is lower triangular. We have 
THEOREM 2. I f  1-Irma I atv(OI attains its maximum at Yo ~ S~ then 
f i  n .(yo) g 1FI h . .  d~O(H) >i ~ h. >1 ~. 
(:=1 t= l  
(8) 
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f f  I-Iln=l [ ate(t)] attains its maximum at Yo ~ $2 then 
1 n 1 '~ 
daC(H) > v0,0) N(A) ~ htt >~ gn~ t~__l htt . 
As easy corollaries we have 
(9) 
COROLLARY 1. Let H = (hir be positive semidefinite with I hr l = 1 
for all i,j. Then daC(H) = g (the order of G) zftr~ A :/: 0. 
COROLLARY 2.  
for all 7. Then 
Let H = AA *, H lower triangular. Suppose 
(I j a. l > (I l l 
t=l  t=l  
,fi d~C(H) ~ -~. h . .  
t=l  
In the above considerations the subgroup K is the identity group. 
The resulting inequalities are of the Hadamard type [2]. The inequality 
of Corollary 2 is a simple consequence of the multiplicative -property of 
the determinant in the ease in which d~ ~ is the determinant function. In 
general, however, d~ G is not a multiplicative function on the n-square 
matrices. One can easily show that in general 
da~(H) ~ g f i  hu. 
t=l  
Under the conditions of Corollary 2 we have that 
n T - . 
We conjecture that this inequality is valid whenever trc A :~ O. 
3. PROOFS 
Let V be an n-dimensional unitary space and denote W = @ V the 
n-th tensor product of V. We denote by P(cr), ~ ~ S, ,  the automorphism 
of W defined by 
P(~)(x~ | -.. | x.)  = x~-m~ | | X~-l(.~. 
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Given a group G C S~ and a complex homomorphism h of G we define 
ro = Y~ a(~) e(.) .  (10) 
gee 
Te is an endomorphism of W and is called the symmetry operator 
associated with A and G[5]. We define an inner product in IV by 
(xl | "'" @xn ,yl  @ "'" @Y,d = f i  (xt ,Yt). (l l) 
t=l 
One easily verifies that, with respect o the inner product (11), P(cr) 
is a unitary operator and To is Hermitian and essentially idempotent 
with To~= gTo where g is the order of G [8]. We observe that if 
x, | ... @ x, and y~ | .-- @ y, are any homogeneous vectors in IV then 
(ro(x~ @ "'" @ xn), Te(y~ @ "'" @ .In)) = 
g(ra(xl @""  @ x,), 3,1 @. . .  @ Yn) ---- g dae(C) (12) 
(see equation (1)) where C = (%) is an n • n matrix with cir. = (xi, Ys). 
If ex .... ,e ,  is an orthonormal basis for V then the set 
{e~ -= e,u~ | "'" | e~t.~} 
as y ranges over/ ' ,  forms a spanning set for IV. Thus the set { To(e~): y e/',,} 
forms a spanning set for range Ta. We observe that if a and y are in the 
same G-orbit of G acting on / ' ,  by function composition then 
To(ev) = A(%,) T~(e~,), where attp~ = y. (13) 
Furthermore, (To(e~,), To(e~,)) = g(Te(e;,), e~,) = gv(y), when v(y) = 
Y~% A(a) (G~ is the stabilizer subgroup of ~). Thus 
[I Ze(e0ll = ~, ) .  (14) 
From (13) and (14) one easily sees that 
I To(e,) 
~, ~ Ao l 
forms an orthonormal basis for range ira [3] (as before d e is a system of 
distinct representatives for the G-orbits in _r'n and Ao consists of those y 
in Ao such that v(y) :/: 0). For convenience we define 
Tded 
f *  - V 'gv~'  Y ~ z~a. (15) 
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Also we denote by Vfi the space range T. The following lemma describes 
the components of a typical homogeneous element in V~ ~ relative to the 
basis {f* :  ), ~ 'da}: 
LEMMA 1. Let T~(x 1 @ ... ~) x,,) be a homogeneous tensor in V~ c. 
Let xi ~- ~1 a~je~ where e x ..... e~ is an orthonormal basis for V. Then the 
component of  T6(x I @ ". @ x~) corresponding to fy*,  ), ~ z]6, is 
aeG t=l 
PROOF: 
TG(X 1 (~ ' ' "  (~) Xg/) = ~ .~(0") Xo--I(1 ) ~ "'" ~ X(r-l(r~) .
a~:G 
Using the multilinearity of the tensor product we obtain 
Xa-l(1) @ "'" @ Xo-1(9/) = E I~ ao-~lt).~,(t)e, 
u~r n t=l 
= E Hat ,~, ( t )ea ,  
aeF. t=l 
where e~ = e~o) @ "'" @ e~(9/). Thus 
(Ta(xa (~ ... (~ xg/),f*) = ~ ~ A(a) f l  at.~(t)(e~ , f*) .  (16) 
~EF n o~G t=l 
However, using the essentially idempotent property of T6, the fact that 
v(y) = v(a) if ~ and ~ are in the same G-orbits, and equations (l 3) and (14), 
we obtain, if ~ and y are in the same G-orbit, 
(e~, f* )  = (V"~y) )  -1 (e~ , Ta(e~)) 
= (v 'g~-~ -1 g-'a(~o2)H T~(e~)ll 2
= (~/g--~y))-~ A(~o~ -1) v(y) (here a~ -- y). 
If a and 7 are not in the same G-orbit then (e~,f*)  = 0. Thus (16) 
becomes 
P(~) 9/ 
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where a ,-~ y means that ~ and y are in the same G-orbit. Since c~ = y 
we have ~ ---- y<[  Thus 
9 )l((pa "1) ~ ,)i(O')~ at,0~o(l): ~ ,~((~-10")f] [/t,.,~-la(t) 
a~G t~l oeG t=l 
treG t=l 
Repeating this calculation for each of the g/v(J a's in the G-orbit of  Z, (16) 
becomes: 
(TG(x I | "'" (~ X,~),f*) : ~/--V--~ ~ ,](a) f i  at.va(t) . 
aeG tffil 
(17) 
Since Ilf* II : 1, the proof  is complete. 
I f  H is positive definite then H : AA* is a gram matrix based on the 
rows xz ..... Xn of  A. From equation (12) we obtain 
II TG(xz | "'" | x,)[] 2 = g daG(H). (18) 
LEMMA 2. Let G C S, and let ;~ be a complex homomorphism of G. 
Let K C G be a subgroup of G and let r be the index of K in G. Then 
daO(H) ~ r daK(H) for all positive semi&finite H. 
PROOF: Let G : r~Ku "" u rrK be the right coset decomposition 
of  K in G. Then 
r~(xl |  | x~) : ~ y~ A(~k~) e(~k~) x~ |  | x. 
k=l aeK 
= ~ ,~("rk) P('re)(TK(x1 @""  @ Xn)). 
k=l 
Therefore 
II ra(x~ |  | x~)ll ~< ~ II P(,-~) o r~.(xl | ... | x,)ll 
= rll TK(xl | "'" | xJ[, 
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since P(~r) is unitary for any a e S~. Thus, from (18), g daC(H) <~ r2k daK(H) 
where k is the order of K and the proof is complete. 
As previously, we let r o be the number of integers i, 1 ~< i ~< r (the 
index of K in G), such that (Ac o C~) n /~o ~ 0 where C~ is the i-th right 
coset of K in G and F, ~ consists of all y e / ' ,  such that y(i) ~< i for 
i = 1,..,, n. 
LEMMA 3. Let K C G be a subgroup of G. Then for any positive semi- 
definite H we have da~(H) <~ ro ~ dflC(H). 
PROOF: From Lemma 1 we see that the component of Tc(x~ | "'" @ x,,) 
corresponding tof* ,  ~, e do is 
~/~7)  ~ h(~)f i  at,,o(~) 9 (19) 
oEG t=l 
Let G = "r lKk . )  " "  "rrK. Then (19) becomes 
i~y)  ~ ;~(rj)~ A(a)at.~,:,). (20) 
.4=1 eeK 
Now let l~*, a e dx ,  be the orthonormal basis for VK a analogous to the 
basis f *  for Vc a. Notice that if yt and 72 are in distinct G-orbits o f / ' ,  then 
W,k and )':'k are in distinct G-orbits, since ~k e G. Also notice that if yx 
and y~ are in distinct G-orbits they are also in distinct K-orbits. Thus, for 
a fixed k, the y~k, y ~ A'c, may be chosen as a partial system of distinct 
representatives in a system AK for the K-orbits in F , .  Note that 
h (a )~0 if ~ )~(a):#0. 
We call #(V) = 5Z~,~y A((r), Y e AK. 
Thus from Lemma 1 (applied to 
remark that the numbers 
K, T~:(xl @ ""@ x,,), and l*) we 
k 
k fixed, y ranging over Ao, 
form a set of projections of the vector TK(xl @ ""@ x.) onto the 
orthonormal set {l*~, Y e Aa}. Let v~ be a vector in V~ a defined by 
aeK 
~Zf f  G . 
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From the above remark we see that J[ vk ]J ~ II T~(x1 | | x.)lt. Now 
define an operator 
./g~(r)/. = / ~(r )  . ,  ~:  Vaa---~ Va G by ~( f* )= ~/ -~-  y r  v - -~y  ~. 
Since KC G,/z(y)/v(y) ~< 1. Thus the maximum eigenvalue Am of W is 
less than or equal to V~ where r is the index of K in G. From (20) and the 
definition of v~, i : l ..... r, we see that 
~(~(~1) vl + "" + ;~(~r) vr) = T~(xl |  | x.). 
We now choose the matrix A to be a lower triangular matrix such that 
H : AA*. In this ease, if the K-coset C~-----rjK of rj is such that 
A~ o C~. n p,0 = ~, then for each y ~ ATe, yr/r(t)  > t for some t and all 
cr ~ K. Since A is lower triangular we then have that 
;~(~) a~.~.~o,) = (vj , f * )  = O, r ~ A~.  
t=l 
Thus only ro ~< r of the vectors vi are non-zero. Call these v~, v2 .... , v, o 9 
Thus 
[[ Ta(x~ | | x,)[[ ----- [] ~(h(rl) va + "'" + h(r~.) v~.)[] 
/~] l  A(T1) Vl + "'" + A(Tr O) 1)r o II 
VTroll TK(x~ | ". | x.)l[. 
Thus g d~O(H) < frock a~K(H) or d~~ <~ ro ~ d~K(H), which was to be 
proved. 
Lemma 2 and Lemma 3 together imply Theorem 1. 
We now consider Theorem 2. Note that if H = AA* where .4 ----- (a~j) 
is lower triangular then 
fi x (fit~ 
t=l .ye/~, ~ t=l  
There are N(.4) terms in this sum. Thus if Yo is such that 
f i  I at,0(,) [
t--]. 
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is a maximum (over F, fl) then 
1 
t= l  t= l  
(20 
By Lemma 1, letting x~ ..... x,, denote the rows of A, we have 
a~G t=l  
g & 
c2 11 [ a~,o(t) 12 
~(~o) ,=~ 
if 7o is in either S, or S 2 . Thus 
1] Ta(x~ @ "" @ x,, 12 >~ gc2 fih,, 
' V(7o) N(A)  t=, 
by (21). By equation (18): 
C 2 
dAC(H) ~> V(7o ) N(A)  ~[ hu .  (22) 
t= l  
I fyo is in S 1 then the G-orbit, ['~o, Ofyo contains only Yo. Thus c = V(yo) 
and equation (8) follows (v(yo) ~ 0 implies that fr*o =A 0). If 70 is in $2 
then F~o consists of only Yo. Hence c = 1 (v(yo) ~ 0 implies that f~*o @ 0). 
Thus equation (9) follows. This completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
Corollary 1 follows from equation (8) since ] hij ] = 1 for all i, j implies 
that F a~j] = 1 i f j  = 1 and [a+;l = 0 i f j  > 1. Thus y0(i) = 1 for all i 
F~o = {7o}. Since tra A =/: 0 we have V(7o) = #G = g. From the equation 
Tc 2 = gT~ we obtain immediately that 
da6(H) = g-llJ Tv(x, @ "" @ x,,)i] '~ 
gl ~, x ,  @ ... @ x,, [] 2 = g f i  hu. 
1=1 
Since ! h~] = 1 for all i , j ,  we have daa(H) = g. In this case N(A)  = 1. 
To obtain Corollary 2 we note that in this case 7o(0 = t, t = 1 .... , n. 
Since A is triangular '~o = {7}. For this choice Of7o, G,0 = {e}, and hence 
V(7o) =- 1. Noting that N(A)  ~ n !, Corollary 2 follows. 
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